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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
In [9] Lax and Phillips discuss the analogue for classical scattering 
theories, in odd space dimensions, of the Poisson summation formula as 
generalized to compact manifolds by Chazarain [3], Colin de Verdi&e 141, 
and Duistermaat and Guillemin [5], and further generalized to manifolds 
with boundary in [ 1, 71. However, in [9], this trace formula is only proved 
for comparatively large values of the time variable (see also Ralston [ 14 1, 
Bardos el al. [2]). This note is devoted to the proof of the same formula for 
all positive time, for the case of scattering by a smooth compactly supported 
potential. 
If N(A) is the number of poles, ]A,] < 1, (counted with multiplicity) for 
such scattering in odd dimension (n > 3) then, for every E > 0 there exists 
C, > 0 such that 
N(l) < C, ecA. (1) 
Even such a crude bound on the number of poles appears to be new (see, also 
Lax and Phillips [lo]). Similar, although slightly more intricate, arguments 
apply to scattering by a compact obstacle and to scattering by a metric 
perturbation. Details of these extensions will appear elsewhere. 
Consider the wave equation: 
(0: - (A + V)) u(t, x) = 0 in iR,XF?:, 
u(O, x) = u,(x), D, ~(0, x) = u,(x). 
(2) 
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For any potential VE C~(R”) this problem has a unique solution 
u E Q ‘(IR x R”) for prescribed initial data u,,, U, E g’(R”). Moreover (for 
n > 3) if H’(lR”) is the closure of C~(R”) with respect o the norm 
(3) 
then H’(lR”) C. L:,,c (I?“) is defined by continuity and 
WO(uo, 4) = (u(t, ‘), D,u(t, .)) (4) 
defines a strongly continuous group on 
F= H’(R”) @ L2(R”), w(t):ov~cE (5) 
We shall denote by We(t) the corresponding roup when VE 0. 
In [ 111 Lax and Phillips introduced a closed subspace X CR, called 
here the interaction subspace, such that if II: R-+X’ is the orthogonal 
projection then 
n* W(f)*K* W(s)*II=n- W(t+s)*?l vt, s > 0. 
The resulting strongly continuous semigroup Z’(t) = K . W(t) . n, t > 0, has 
infinitesimal generator B’ (with the somewhat non-standard convention that 
e i’B’ = Z’(t) is the semigroup) with spectrum o(B’) c G discrete and of finite 
multiplicity. Those elements Aj E a(B’) with Im Aj > 0 are the poles of the 
scattering matrix associated to (2). The finite set of Aj E a(B’) with Im 1, < 0 
correspond to eigenfunctions ofA + V in R. Let Z;(t) = K . W,(t) . K. 
THEOREM. Suppose n > 3 and odd. Then for each p E C,“(lR’) the 
operator 
A’@) = lrn p(t)(Z’(t) - Z;(t)) dt (6) 
0 
is trace class and 
tr A ‘@) = C S(-Jj), 
where the sum over a(B’) with multiplicity, converges absolutely and 
$(A) = !,” p(t) e-‘” dt 
is the Fourier-Laplace transform of p. 
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Estimate (1) is proved in Section 4 after the proof of (7) in Section 3. 
Some more preliminary material is discussed in Section 2. There are many 
ways to rewrite a formula such as (7) and the reader is referred to [9] for 
interesting reinterpretations. 
2. LAX-PHILLIPS SEhmxouP 
The Radon transform 
R: C~(lR”)-, C”O(IR x F-l), 
W-)(s, w> = 1. fdff, 
-x:w=.~ 
(8) 
where dH is Euclidean measure on the hypersurface x - w = s, can be 
modified to yield an isomorphism 
.Y:,F+ P(lR x Y-l) (n > 3 odd). (9) 
Indeed (see ] 111) such an isomorphism can be chosen in the form 
./rr(u,,, ) = ~,Dj”+‘)‘~Rzq + c~D~~-‘)‘~Ru, (10) 
so that in addition it reduces the free wave group We(t) to translation: 
.a - Wo(t) = r, * 9, 
( Tt k)(s, co) = k(s - t, o) (S,U)E R x&9”-‘. 
(11) 
In terms of A? the interaction subspace is readily identified: 
9-X’= {kEL*(IR xS”-‘);k(s,o)=O if Is/&d} 
z L2((-d, d) x P-l), 
(12) 
where d > 0 is chosen so large that V(x) = 0 if ]x] > d. Let us denote by 
U(t)=.H . Iv(t). .F’. 
z(t) = 9 * z’(t) * 9-l t>o 
the conjugate group and semigroup. 
(13) LEMMA (Lax and Phillips ] 1 I]). If k E L ‘(IT? X S”- ‘), n2 3 odd, 
then 




(14) PROPOSITION. If p E 6,“’ ‘([O, m)), the space of (n + l)-times 
continuously dlrerentiable and compactly supported functions vanishing to 
order n at 0, the operator 
4) =jrn PWWO - Z,(O) dt 
0 
is trace class on L*((-d, d) x S--l) and &he map 
d;+‘([o, al)) 3pl-+A@)E c, 
is continuous, into the Banach space of trace class operators. 
ProoJ Since A@)=.%‘. A’@). .%‘-‘, with A’@) defined by (6) it 
suffices toshow that A’(p) is trace class on X Let W: A? + %J’(lR x R “) be 
the full solution operator to (2), that is, u = W(u,, u,). Clearly 
w: <TV-+ CO(lR; H’(W)). 
Since D:u = (A + v)u it follows from standard regularity theory for elliptic 
operators that 
w:<F-b c-*ylR; Hgq?“)) VPE n\J, 
where H~,,,(lR”) is the usual space of locally r times L*-differentiable 
functions and C-’ is the space of r-fold erivatives ofcontinuous functions. 
In particular, ifp E Cfp([O, co)) c (C-2p(R))‘, 
satisfies 
IV@) = j-w p(t) W(t) df 
0 
(WP)(U,, u,))O=j~~(t)(W(uo,u,))(t,.)dtEH:,4”(iR”). 
Similarly for the second component so, provided p E Cfp([O, co)), 
W@):~+ H:gl(R”) @ Hf,P,(R”) 
is clearly continuous. 
(15) 
By the finiteness ofthe speed of propagation for the wave equation 
W(p) - W,(p): GP-, H~~#F?“) @ Hf&,(R”) (16) 
is continuous also as a map 
dzp[O, co+ Y(Z; Hzp+’ @ Hzp). 
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In fact, the support of (IQ) - W,@))(u,, u,) lies in the set 
G@)= (xER”;3x’Esupp Vwith Ix-x’]<sup(]tl;tEsuppp}}. 
Now, as is well-known (see, for example, Yoshida [ 15]), if G c I??” is 
compact and 
tip(G) = {u E HP(W); supp u c G) 
then HP(G) 4 fiq(G) is trace class if p - q > n. Since the trace class 
operators form an ideal this completes the proof of Proposition 14. 
(17) COROLLARY. There is a Hilbert space H and Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators TE HS(H, L*((-d, d) x S”-I)), 
linear and continuous, such that 
A@) = T. B(p). (18) 
Proof. Take H to be the Sobolev space H’“+ I”*((-d, d) x S”- ‘) and 
T: H + L*((-d, d) X S”- ‘) to be the inclusion, certainly Hilbert-Schmidt. 
Then B(p) is just A@) with range taken to be in the subspace H. 
3. TRACE OF THE WAVE GROUP 
Since Z@) = (p p(t) Z(t) dt satisfies 
Z@) =A@) + -W>, 
by definition of A@), and Z,@) is the truncated convolution operator 
Z,@)k = Go * k)(& w> s<d 
=o s>d 
it is clear that Z@) is not itself trace class on L*((-d, d) x S’-‘) for general 
p E Cp(R’). This indeed is the main difficulty in the proof of the trace 
formula. If p has support in t > 2d then Z,,(p) = 0 so Z@) is of trace class 
and the formula follows readily (see [9]). 
We shall now show that there is a useful Hilbert space on which Z@), 
p E CT( R + ), is trace class. Fix integers p, NE N and for each 0 < j < N set 
z,,j= (-G (T-j+ I),-$($j))* 
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Then consider the Hilbert space 
H,,p=L*(zN,,;Hp(N-qSn-l)) 
of functions which are .square-integrable in s E ZNj with values in the 
Sobolev space HpCN-j) (P-l). We shall use the norm 
11 w =G jxs”-l l(A, + l)p(N--j)‘2 k/* ds do, 
where A, is the (positive) Laplace-Beltrami operator on S”-‘. 
Since p(iV -j) > 0 for each j, 
Hj.p 4 L*(zN,j X Sn-‘) (21) 
with the inclusion continuous and dense. We define, for each N, p a Hilbert 
space 
N 
4,~ = @ Hj,P (22) 
j=l 
and obtain directly from (21) and the fact that lJjZN,j is a disjoint measure 
decomposition of (-d, d) that 
<FN,p 4 I,*((-d, d) x S-l) (23) 
is continuous and dense. 
In fact the injection (23) shows that 
A@):&‘,p+&.p is trace class Vp E CF(R + ), (24) 
whatever the choice of N, p, since from (16) 
A@): I,*((-d, d) x S-l)+ f?‘([-d, d] x F-l). (19) 
The definition of XN,p with the regularity in the spherical variables 
decreasing stepwise as s increases from -d to d is precisely tailored so that 
Z,@): RN,p -i RN,P is trace class 
provided p > n, p(t) = 0 for t < 2d/N. 
(25) 
Indeed, Z,,(p): jF”,,, + L*((-d, d) X Sn-‘) and the component, lj, of Z,Co)k 
in I~‘(Z~,~ X Sn--l) is 
lj(t, w) = 1 p(t - s) k(s, o) ds t E zN,j. (26) 
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The second assumption in (25) implies that the integral in (26) need only be 
extended over s < -(2d/N)(N/2 -j + 1). In this range k is square-integrable 
in s with values Hp(N--jtl)(Sn-L). 
Thus 
I, E C”o(f 
J 
,. ffpw--j+ 1) 
N,J 7 ts”-‘)) r, Hj,p9 
where the injection is trace class because of the first assumption in (25). 
Combining (24) and (25) shows the first part of the following: 
(27) PROPOSITION. If p E Cr(R’)), p(t) = 0 for t < 2d/N and p > n then 
Z@): qp’ “;,, (28) 
is trace class. Its non-zero eigenvalues are p”(-Aj), where &A) is the 
Fourier-Laplace transform of p, Aj is in the spectrum of the infinitesmal 
generator B of the semigroup Z(t) and p^(~$~) has the same associated 
eigenspace and hence multiplicity as A,i has for B. 
Proof. We remark that the infinitesmal generator, B, is an unbounded 
operator on L2((-d, d) x S-I) with domain 
D(B) = (k E L’((-d, d) x .S’-‘); 
D,kEL2((-d,d)xS”-‘)andk(-d,o)=O}. (29) 
Characterization (29) follows easily from the fact that the potential term, V, 
is a bounded perturbation in the wave group, so D(B) =D(B,) is 
independent of V. Clearly 
&,=D,, Z,(t) = exp(it D,) (30) 
on the domain (29). 
Now, as Z(p) is compact the generalized eigenspace, Q(u), associated to 
an eigenvalue u # 0 is finite dimensional. Moreover, the eigenequation 
Z@)k = Z,@)k + A@)k = ak (31) 
can be used to show that all eigenfunctions, for u # 0, are Cm in all variables 
and vanish to all orders at s = -d. Indeed, as p(t) = 0 in t < 2d/N, in I,v+, , 
Z,@)k = 0. As noted in (19), A(p) is a smoothing operator. Thus, 
k = a-‘A@)k 
is C”O in ZN,r, hence Z@)k is C” in 1,., U tvq,. Proceeding inductively over j 
one finds that k is C” everywhere. 
A similar argument applies to generalized eigenfunctions. Thus each 
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Q(u) c D(B). Since B commutes with Z@) it acts on Q(o) which is therefore 
spanned by generalized eigenfunctions of B. An argument similar to that 
used above also shows that all the eigenfunctions of
B=D,+A 
are C”O and vanish to all orders at s = 4. Thus, Bk = Ik is equivalent o 
D,(e-“‘k) = e-i*SAk. 
Again, 
A: W((-d, d) x S’-I), &‘+I([-d, d] x P-l), 
so 
k(s, .) = eils J“ e-“((Ak)(t, .) df 
-d 
is C*). Thus, the eigenfunctions ofB are all in 
C”([-d, d] x S”-I) ccF& 
so are spanned by eigenspaccs of Z(p). To see the smoothing property of A, 
note that the infinitesimal generator of the original wave group IV(f) is 
When V= 0, A = 0 so clearly 
and as 
.%?‘: W(lR x S--l) + Hf~‘(lR”) x W(lF?“), 
0 0 
( 1 
v o : Hf,+,‘(~“) x Hf,,(R”) --t Hg;,(R”) x Hg;,(~“) 
(with the first factor always zero) and 
9: H~~~p(R”) x Hg&)(R”) + Hp+‘(lR x S”-‘) 
the indicated regularity follows. This proves the remainder of 
Proposition (27). 
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To complete the proof of the theorem of the introduction we choose a 
special orthonormal basis, taking in each Hj,p 
Vj,r(S) 0 Pjui,Loh (32) 
where v~,~ is any orthonormal basis for L2(Z,,j) and the ,ujUi,! area basis of 
spherical harmonics normalized in Hp’N-“(Sn-l). Thus, if ~1, is an 
orthonormal basis of spherical harmonics in L’(S”-‘), with p, having eigen- 
value 6,: 
we take 
pj,l(o) = (6, + 1)-P’Y-j)‘2 ,U,(o) 
in view of the choice (20) of norm. From Proposition (27), 
(33) 
where (33), (20) have been used. Next observe that {Vj.,Ocr,} is an 
orthonormal basis for L2((-d, d) x S”-‘) with the important property 
CzO@) vj,r 0 PI9 vj,r OP,) = O VA r, 1, 
provided p(t) = 0 if t < 2d/N. 
(35) 
Here of course we use (19). Thus, (34) becomes 
(36) 
where ( vk} is a certain orthonormal basis for L *((-d, d) x Sn- ‘). The 
invariance properties of trace class operators immediately leads to (7), with 
the stated absolute convergence, proving the theorem. 
4. BOUNDON THE POLES 
Since 
W@) - ZAP)) = $ VW) - w,@)), pE CFW + 1 (37) 
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it is straightforward to show that the distribution 
CZW + 13 P k+ W@> - .G@)> 
is a C’O function in t > 0 (for scattering by a compactly supported potential) 
which is a classical conormal distribution at t = 0, i.e., has a simple 
asymptotic expansion there. It is natural to conjecture that careful analysis 
of (7) will lead, via suitable Tauberian arguments, to results on the precise 
asymptotic distribution of the poles, analogous to Weyl’s formula. This 
would also be the case for scattering by an obstacle in view of recent 
impressive results of Ivrii [8]. 
In fact the distribution 
clearly has the property 
T= ‘2 eifAj t>O o(B) 
(38) 
T= c e-“&j t < 0, 
o(B) 
where convergence in C” is a consequence of the estimate (44), proved 
below. Moreover T E .Y’(lR) and it is natural to ask whether (38) converges 
in the sense of a distribution ffinite order near 0, this would be essentially 
equivalent o a polynomial bound replacing (1). 
There are two straightforward ways to prove (1). One can improve 
Proposition (27) to 
(39) PROPOSITION. If VE CF(R”), n > 3 odd and t > 2d/N then for 
p>n 
Z(t): ,FN,P -+ cFN,P is trace class. (40) 
Rather than use this we simply remark that for t > 2d 
Z(t): L*((-d, d) x ,‘-I) + C”O([-d, d] x Sn-‘), (41) 
as follows easily from the propagation of singularities for (2) (cf. [ 131). 
Now, the eigenvalues of a smoothing operator on L* are always rapidly 
decreasing, and Z(t) certainly has C” Schwartz kernel. Thus for every p > 0 
if the eigenvalues exp(itAj) of Z(t) are arranged in decreasing order of 
I eXP(it~j)l, 
1 exp(itLj)l < C, jPp (t > 2d). (42) 
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Clearly this implies 
and therefore 
exp(-3d Im dj) ,< C, jep 
ImAj>-&-logj+ C,. (43) 
This is actually a slight improvement of (1) since it shows 
#(poles Aj ; Im Aj < A} < C, e’*’ V& > 0. (44) 
This estimate should also be viewed in combination with the following 
consequence of(41) put in the form 
II~k-w < 03 Vk if t > 2d. (45) 
Indeed the method of [ 12 ] shows that for every E > 0 there exists AC > 0 
such that 
log/ReL~(<sImAj+AA, v’“j E u(B), (46) 
i.e., that the poles of the scattering matrix lie in an arbitrarily “small” 
logarithmic region. 
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